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If a computer had to search all 10120 lines of play, there is no question that Ray is correct. However, my

case was based on the observation that most of these lines need be followed only a short way before it
becomes· clear who the eventual winner will be. Exactly what "clear" is depends on who you talk to, I
suppose, but the top players in the world play a very small number of different lines. To them, it is clear
that most lines are bad and can be shown to be so quite quickly.
To "solve the game of chess" in the strictest mathematical sense may be feasible if it turns out that one can
prove victory in a sufficient number of non-mate positions. Databases already do this for all games with five
or fewer pieces, and for a number of endgames with six men. In two hundred years, much larger databases
will exist. In addition, if it turns out that a number of rules can be established that are sufficient to declare
non-mate positions won or lost, then it may also come to pass that the game is solved. If a Queen's
advantage held for, say, ten moves can be shown always to win (I'm not sure it can be shown nor am I sure
it is always the case. If not, then perhaps additional conditions may suffice to prove victory), then many
lines can be cut short.
My intuition has led me to believe there may be only several trillion lines, or maybe several thousand
trillion lines that need to be explored after 20 moves are made. [One trillion is 1012 here. - Eds.] Such
figures should not be very threatening to the capabilities of computers two centuries from now. It is quite
likely that the "effective branching factor" of a chess tree is less than two. With an effective branching
factor of two, (and putting 220 = 106 = 1,000,(00), then a computer would find about one trillion positions
after 20 moves are made.
Perhaps my prediction was motivated by my observations over the years of how some people have
consistently overestimated their human chess talent while glorifying the complexity of the game. Perhaps it
is not as complex as we imagine.

INTERNET CHESS RETRIEV AL
The Editors have received a communication from Udo Sprute, Oetternbachstr. 44, D-32791 Lage, Germany
(sprute@Post.Uni.Bielefeld.DE) in which he notes that a great deal of chess-relevant information is available
in the public domain on Internet. The difficulty is that of retrieval of the material, be it in the forms of text
files, executable files, or even interactive facilities. He notes, with the Editors, that they range from trivial
texts in BASIC to chances to play the world's best interactively. The Editors recognize the problem as being
acute and likely to become more pressing as time goes by. We suggest that the ICCA has a duty to assist in
retrieval of the upper range of what is available but has not, so far, given due consideration to ways and
means. While awaiting action at ICCA Board level, we suggest you send your constructive proposal to Udo
Sprute copying any Board member by Email when you do.

